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May 11th, 2017 – New York City, NY – Rock duo Black Satellite have released their brand new single 
“Blind” today! Fans can exclusively stream the track via idobi Radio here:  ido.bi/4cx. “Blind” 
marks the second single from the band’s forthcoming album Endless, out July 7th. The track will be 
available for streaming across all platforms tomorrow, May 12th. The pair debuted the project’s 
lead single “Valkyrie” last month. For more information, please visit: https://blacksatellite.band/  

"Blind" hits you hard from the beginning, wasting no time as guitarist Kyle Hawken kicks off the 
song followed by Larissa Vale's haunting vocals. The cutting lyrics don't hold back, bringing with 
them an air of vengeance and confrontation. Vale said of the song's inspiration, "There comes a 
point in time when you don't have the time and energy to deal with someone else's bullshit; 
especially when it becomes toxic." The layers of guitar riffs supported by Vale's dynamic vocals 
make the track the ultimate F-you-anthem. 

Comprised of Larissa Vale (vocals) and Kyle Hawken (guitar), Black Satellite was founded in the 
duo's hometown of State College, Pennsylvania. Having written music together for almost six years, 
the sound they've developed is a culmination of a deep-rooted partnership contributing to their 
unified writing style. "For us, Endless is very much a journey of conflict, self-acceptance, and 
desire," Vale remarked about the forthcoming album, "Finding a balance amidst the chaos." 
 

The full Endless album, mastered by Ted Jensen (Muse, Marilyn Manson, Arcade Fire) paints an 
almost cinematic landscape, with each track revealing a new facet of the duo's style and 
complexity. "Writing this album was a way for us to work through some complicated emotions," Vale 
explains, "It was an opportunity to look back and reflect." Having released two singles from the 
album so far, and hitting the stage opening for Starset just weeks after their first single release, 
Black Satellite are prepped to usher in a new era of out-of-this-world rock.  

“Blind” is the second single from Black Satellite’s forthcoming album Endless. This track follows 
debut single “Valkyrie,” released last month. For more information please visit: https://
blacksatellite.band/  

For more information, please visit: 
Website: https://blacksatellite.band/  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BlackSatelliteOfficial 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/blacksatellite 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/BlackSatellite 
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